


Part nr. Color

330700 Beige

330701 Black

330702 Blue

330703 Dk Green

330704 Gray

330705 Mid Green

330706 Orange

330707 Purple

330708 Red

330709 Yellow

Part nr. Color

330800 Beige

330801 Black

330802 Blue

330803 Dk Green

330804 Gray

330805 Mid Green

330806 Orange

330807 Purple

330808 Red

330809 Yellow

Pistol Grip Grease Gun Clear Pistol Grip Gun

Lever Grease Gun Clear Lever Grease Gun

Grease Guns

Match the color-coded Grease

Gun to an OilSafe color-coded

Grease Fitting Protector to 

ensure the right grease is used in 

the right equipment.

Integrate OilSafe products to 

manage your fluid transfer from

bulk storage to point of use. 

Our visual lubrication system of 

products combines to identify, 

protect and reduce machinery

downtime.
With an outlet diameter of 

approx. 7mm this mini spout is 

ideal for lubrication jobs where

equipment filler holes are small.

Part nr. Color

300300 Beige

300301 Black

300302 Blue

300303 Dk Green

300304 Gray

300305 Mid Green

300306 Orange

300307 Purple

300308 Red

300309 Yellow

Part nr. Color

330500 Beige

330501 Black

330502 Blue

330503 Dk Green

330504 Gray

330505 Mid Green

330506 Orange

330507 Purple

330508 Red

330509 Yellow

This wide spout model is 

especially designed for appli-

cations where a higher lubricant

flow is required.

Color-coded clear grease guns

enable accurate identification of a 

lubricant by providing visibility of 

the installed cartridge or the 

grease level if bulk filled.

This heavy duty grease gun is 

ideal for one handed operation

and are designed for use in 

confined spaces where access to 

grease fittings is restricted



Part nr. Color

332200 Beige

332201 Black

332202 Blue

332203 Dk Green

332204 Gray

332205 Mid Green

332206 Orange

332207 Purple

332208 Red

332209 Yellow

Grease Fitting 

Protector Kits

Heavy Duty Clear Tubes

Cartridge Colored

Hooks
Grease Gun Cartridge

Accessories

Color-coded grease guns and 

tubes

The guns and tubes are made of 

impact resistant polycarbonate. 

The clear body tubes are 

extremely tough and durable and 

have been designed for many

years to use in industrial

environments.

Tubes are supplied standard with 

a black Hanging Hook and black 

Outdoor Paper Content Label. 

OilSafe ID Label enables more 

accurate, color-coded 

identification of cartridges. 

Part nr. Color

300300 Beige

300301 Black

300302 Blue

300303 Dk Green

300304 Gray

300305 Mid Green

300306 Orange

300307 Purple

300308 Red

300309 Yellow

The Tube protects grease 

cartridges against damage / 

weather, pre-serves the integrity 

of the grease and avoids damage 

to grease cartridges that cause 

grease gun malfunctions. 

The Tubes provide a clean, safe 

method of transporting cartridges 

from vehicle or shop to the point 

of use and enables the safe and 

clean return of used grease 

cartridges from the work site or 

work vehicle for safe and 

environmentally responsible 

disposal. 

The Cartridge Protection Tube 

has an in-built label holder and is 

transparent for quick and easy 

identification of contents so that 

you can be sure that the correct 

grease is inserted into the correct 

grease gun every time. 

Color-coded Clear Tubes are 

available in 10 colors as spare

parts for converting your existing

grease guns. Fits most common

styles.

Part nr. 300000

Enables you to dedicate a 

specific color to a specific grease

OilSafe Grease Fitting Protector 

Kits come in 3 and 6 color kits.

GFP Size # of colors Pieces Part #

¼" 3 60 900911

¼" 3 240 900901

13/32" 3 60 900912

13/32" 3 240 900902

17/32" 3 60 900913

17/32" 3 240 900903

¼" 6 60 900931

¼" 6 240 900921

13/32" 6 60 900932

13/32" 6 240 900922

17/32" 6 60 900933

17/32" 6 240 900923



Cartridge Caddy Cartridge Rack

Grease cartridges are protected, 

organized and accessible. Wall-

mounted cartridge rack solves 

the issue of searching around the 

shop to locate grease cartridges 

and allows for the protection and 

organization of grease cartridges 

for ease of location and access. 

Store up to 12 cartridges per rack 

using OilSafe Cartridge 

Protection Tubes and Hooks. 

Mount multiple Cartridge Racks 

side by side to accommodate as 

many grease cartridges as 

required. 

Part nr. 300208

Safe and easy transport of 

Cartridge Protection Tubes. The 

Cartridge Caddy enables safe 

and easy transport of Cartridge 

Protection Tubes around the 

plant and in vehicles providing 

the ability to store grease 

cartridges for complete 

organization in the workplace. 

Manufactured from market-

leading materials for strength and 

durability, Cartridge Protection 

Tubes lock securely into the base 

of the Caddy to store up to six 

cartridges per Caddy. 

Part nr. 300108

Cartridge Caddy Kit

Available in a kit; cartridge caddy 

and 6 clear protection tubes.

Part nr. 300500

Grease Fittings

Available in Packages and Kits 

Incorporating the most popular 

sizes, these Grease Fittings are 

manufactured to the most 

stringent quality standards. For 

added protection against 

contamination consider using 

OilSafe Grease Fitting Protectors.

Grease Fitting Protectors deliver a 
secure seal over most common 
grease fittings providing excellent 
protection against contamination. 
Furthermore, with 10 colors and 
space for labels the Grease Fitting 
Protectors clearly identify what 
grease is required for the fitting. 

OilSafe Grease Fitting Protector 

Kits come in 3 color kits as well 

as 6 color. This enables you to 

dedicate a specific color to a 

specific grease. Grease Fitting 

Protectors also come in various 

sizes to suit most common 
grease fittings.

Grease Fitting Protectors

Grease Fitting Protector 

Kits



Grease Gun Accessories

Grease Meter
Fit this grease meter to your 

OilSafe Grease Gun and push 

the button to zero before each 

application. The result is shown 

in large (11/32" – 9mm) and clear 

digits and the meter can be 

backlit for operation in darker 

areas. 

The meter includes a re-setable

total-counting mechanism and 

will fit with any of the OilSafe

flexible hoses or steel 

extensions. The meter housing is 

made of anodized aluminium and 

has 2 x ISO- R 1/8 female fittings. 

With this Grease Meter it is 

possible to grease precisely 

according to the bearing 

manufacturer’s 

recommendations. Can be 

calibrated to ensure accurate 

measurements.

Part nr. 330999

Grease Filler Pump

No mess or waste. Get the 

benefits of buying grease in bulk 

and prevent contamination with 

this easy to use Grease Filler 

Pump. Quickly, cleanly and easily 

load OilSafe and other guns with 

bulk filler points. 

The female load adapter on this 

pump will adapt to both American 

(0.58") and European Straight 

(9mm) loader fittings. 

Recommended Use:

• For grease up to and including 

NLGI 2

• Designed for use with 25-50lb/

gallon grease pails

Part nr. 331440

Flexible Grease Hose

Easier access to fittings that are 

hard to reach.

Fit these flexible hoses to 

OILSAFE grease guns and allow 

easier access to fittings that are 

hard to reach. Available in two 

lengths. Also consider the heavy 

duty spring guard for extra rigidity 

to the coupling end of the hose, 

allowing added safety and 

convenience in fitment –

particularly effective when 

working with Grease Control 

Valves. The Heavy Duty hose 

may be used on hand operated 

or air operated grease guns.

Standard Hose

Heavy Duty Hose

Note:

No spring guard; 1/8” NPT fitting size

Use these innovative, high quality

accessories to enhance the 

performance of your OilSafe

Grease Guns.

Grease Gun Holders

Safe storage of grease guns.

Standard Grease Gun Holder

For use with color-coded 14 oz

steel body guns.

Simple snap action clamp

mounts on almost any surface.

Part nr. 331160 Standard

Heavy Duty Grease Gun 

Holder

.

For use with OilSafe Grease

Guns.

This heavy duty holder has a 

strong spring and mechanism

that will hold secure in high 

vibration environments.

Part nr. 331161 Heavy Duty




